
November 14, 2006 --Printable Version 
 
Fire This Time 
 
More tragic news regarding a young child related to the Turdclan.  Brenda Jackson, who 
is the live-in cousin/common-law wife to Weenie Boy lost her 3 year old grandchild to a 
fire over the weekend.  Bobbie Littleghost  is the mother and she was drunk, passed out 
with a cigarette burning and this caused the fire, killing her own child.  Her sister is in the 
hospital out of town in really bad condition from burns she received  in her heroic efforts 
to save the two children.  She managed to save one child, but the little one that died was 
beyond her efforts.   
 
This 3-year old who perished is the great granddaughter of Helena Littleghost, who is the 
sister to Turdmother. 
 
Prayers for the woman who risked her life to save those children, that she will be able to 
recover from this ordeal by fire.  Should she pass because of this, pray that the 
Grandfathers welcome her for her courage and her love. 
 
"Bad things gonna happen.  A lot of people gonna suffer.."   
 
I ask again: are you ready to stand up?  If not, the question becomes: "Who's next?" 
 
Eliminating Threats 
 
For some reason, for the past 4 years or so, the Turdclan has viewed Terry Dunn as a 
major threat.  More on the ego side than anything else.  Terry has on more than one 
occasion, not only stood up to the bully boys, but has kicked their butts!   
 
Bruised egos in the Turdclan are the war cry that set them on the path to murder most of 
the time.  When Roger pulled up to Terry's driveway one winter a few years ago, and 
pulled out his rifle and took a few shots, more than one of which literally whizzed by 
Terry's ear, I posted the first  warning on the old website about the plan to kill him. 
 
But, now they need your help to do this.  They need for you, especially those who are 
involved in the drug trade out there, to think that Terry is the one narcking you all out and 
making the investigators bust you.   
 
Donovan wind phonied up a Prisoner Statement form and has been circulating it all over 
the area.   
 
What he hopes to accomplish with this is to be able to divide Terry's family against him 
by false claims of them dealing drugs, and he also wants to be able to bust up those who 
are involved in the drug and money laundering run by Pete Hager.   
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That is why he mentioned Carmen Longie in that phony bologna document.  He left out 
her last name, but who among us could not figure it out?  He was hoping for some wiggle 
room with her because her operation is more protected by James Wang (yes, the same 
State Attorney who ran unopposed in the recent elections!) than is Pete Hager's part of 
the operation.   
 
Yes, he protects them both, but frankly Petesky, you don't have the right plumbing to 
make it more important to watch over you! 
 
By framing Terry Dunn, who is currently in a halfway house and cannot be there to set 
the record straight, Donovan also creates a threat to Terry's safety and when a member of 
the Turdclan shows up with a bullet to give him next time, suspicion will turn towards 
those named in that phony statement and not towards the Turdclan.   
 
High Fives all around on that one!  Brilliant!  Except that it is so stupid, and no one who 
has ever spoken to Terry would believe it for a second. 
 
By eliminating all these birds with one phony, it gives the Turdclan more control over the 
drug trade, money laundering by eliminating those who would be competition; and it 
obfuscates any investigation into the threats or assaults or even murder of Terry Dunn in 
the future! 
 
Except that people are wise to it now.  And more are getting wiser.  
 
So, Donovan, what is your next stupid move?  Clearly, you are the one doing this.  And, 
clearly you are doing this for the Turdclan. 
 
Did you hear? They lost another child at the hands of a drunken mother in that family.  I 
guess they have not yet learned.  Each time it gets worse, both for their family and for 
those who support them and do their bidding.   
 
Got any little ones Donovan?  Better love them now, because you never know which one 
is next or how horrible it will be.   
 
(And you all thought that Chubby killing her baby while driving drunk was as bad as it 
could get??) 
 
Love Is In The Air-plane! 
 
Mark Lufkin is smitten these days!  He has a yummy girlfriend and he takes her 
everywhere with him, even flying her First Class to an all expensive paid trip to Las 
Vegas!  He is there with her now!  Maybe you want to be at the airport to greet them 
when they return?   
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Afterall, it is the Tribe's money that they are spending this way!  Yup, the money that is 
not available for housing, medical or children is readily available by the bucket load to 
the Tribal Council and their bed buddies! 
 
First Class!  Wow!  
 
Doing the Dirty Work 
 
I would like to know more about this guy named Brown that works in the Casino and 
who is also in Vegas now.  Why does he need a photo of Loretta Stensland?   
 
I hope the Hit man they hire gives them a group rate!  He has to take out a whole lot of 
people before the Turdclan will feel safe again!  So, Brown, whoever you are, think it 
might come back to bite you on the ass if anything happens to certain people?  
 
You know the Turdboys will sell you out in a flash just to keep themselves out of range.  
They might even tell the hit man that you are talking to the authorities and he will have to 
eliminate you as a threat too! 
 
When will people learn?  When you do the dirty work for the Turdclan, you are the one 
with the stink on you and they trade you in for their free walk.   
 
They are even going to say that you stole the money from the casino! And they have tape 
to prove it, already.  You have been set up as you make the set up.  Dumb bastard. 
 
Poopsie installs himself as lead investigator anytime there is an investigation.  He claims 
that he is running "surveillance" and "sting operations" when he has to answer for his 
dirty hands.  
 
FBI so stupid they always fall for that one!  He laughs his diapered ass off because the 
exact same thing works every time! He has made absolute fools out of what is supposed 
to be the most elite law enforcement agency in the country.   
 
Now they are so humiliated by it that they feel they have to protect him in order to keep 
anyone from learning the truth about the stupidity and corruption in their own ranks and 
in the Halls of Justice as pertains to Indian Country. 
 
Ultimately, it is the FBI that does the dirtiest work for the Turdclan.   
 
Think they might get tired of it, wouldn't ya? 
 
I hear that Coyote Howling.  I have to go now!  Ahooooo-Wah! 
 
You know where to find me! 
 
~Cat 
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_________________________ 
 
Let's Clarify 
 
Okay, There are two(?) Dustin Dunns.  I did not know that Terry had a son named 
Dustin.  I am not saying Terry is innocent or that his kids are drug free.  I am saying that 
Terry did not write that statement that is going around. 
 
Think about it: Why would the cops need that from him?  They already know who the 
drug dealers are on the rez.  It is fairly open-air and obvious.  The most obvious being 
Kalum Yankton.  But they seem to be in a "fog" when it comes to him. 
 
Out comes this phony document and it doesn't make sense.  And it is not "true" in that it 
is purported to be from Terry Dunn when it clearly is NOT. 
 
Whether Terry or anyone in his family does or sells drugs is not the question here:  The 
question is that Donovan Wind, a coward and a bully, wants to remove Terry Dunn from 
the community and to have others do it for him, preferably by violence.   
 
Donovan Wind doesn't protect the people from criminal activity, he protects the Drug 
dealers and their like from investigation.  Certain drug dealers, the small timers are taken 
down while the big ones, thanks to having Dono clear out the competition, thrive with 
impunity! 
 
Hard to cheer on the boys in blue when you realize they don't work for you.  They work 
for Kalum and the bigger fish.  Get all the drugs off the rez? Even the little guys? 
Absolutely!  But do it like a man! Don't phony up a document and say someone else said 
it.  And, go after the bigger fish, the most obvious fish.  Just busting the little guys, the 
competition to the bigger guys is a joke. 
 
Carmen Longie 
 
I am told that the woman who goes by the name Carmen Longie is better known as 
Carmen Hager.  Okay, that makes even more sense.  I told you Petesky, they are after 
you!   
 
Playing With Fire 
 
This is really low. I hear that Bobbie Lou, who was drunk and passed out on the couch 
when the fire started is now claiming that the little girl, the one who woke her up to tell 
her the house was on fire, was playing with matches and she started the fire! 
 
Probably not true. Kids, when they play with matches, which is not as common as people 
would have you think, (*Every time there is a fire and there is a child in the house, 
someone tries to say it was "children playing with matches."  Usually, it is electrical or 
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some drunk adult with a cigarette.) And, if a child is playing with matches, they usually 
go do it where they won't be spotted, such as in their room, or off in a corner.   
 
Really bizarre that Bobbie Lou would just so happen to be passed out on the couch that 
caught fire and blame it on the child that woke her up and probably saved her life!  
Definitely sounds like a Turdclanner to me!  Yup, and comes from Turdmother's side of 
the patch! 
 
Blaming the child???  Especially the one that saved your life??? Your OWN child???   
 
I guess we all grieve differently.  The Turdclan likes to blame others, annul marriages 
that went on for 25 years just so they can steal the land from a widow.   
 
I would ask the question: "How much lower can they stoop?" but I am afraid of the 
answer.   
 
Also, what is coming next, because people are not learning to stand up to the evil in their 
community, because people want to get angry over what is said in here rather than sign a 
petition, or go vote out the slime that rules their community, because of the cowardice 
and the misdirected anger, I fear that the next message will be one that no one in the 
community can miss.   
 
It's going to be so bad it will bring people to their knees.  It will gut punch everyone out 
there with grief.  Pray now, find your courage now. Do the right thing NOW.  
 
You are playing with fire if you think it can’t get worse. 
 
Now, anymore corrections? Clarifications?   
 
You know where to find me! 
 
~Cat 


